Chinese Food Therapy

Speaker: Professor Dawen Wei
Time: Friday, September 26, 2014, 5:00pm - 9:00pm
Location: Gee's Garden Bistro
1145 N. Alvernon Way, Tucson, AZ 85712
Admission: Free for the first 50 participants
$25 per person thereafter (dinner included)
Registration: confucius@email.arizona.edu
or call (520) 626-5124

Professor Dawen Wei from Henan University of Traditional Chinese Medicine will talk about the concept and principle of Chinese food therapy using a special example – lotus in Chinese medicine and Chinese cooking. A dinner including lotus dishes will be served as a demonstration of selected Chinese receipts. Participants will enjoy romantic Chinese music, an informative lecture, fascinating lotus receipts and a special dinner for an unforgettable evening.

For a complete list of events during the Chinese Culture Festival, please visit the Confucius Institute website at: confucius.arizona.edu